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Abstract: Capturing immersive VR sessions performed by remote learners using head-mounted
displays (HMDs) may provide valuable insights on their interaction patterns, virtual scene saliency
and spatial analysis. Large collected records can be exploited as transferable data for learning
assessment, detect unexpected interactions or fine-tune immersive VR environments. Within the
online learning segment, the exchange of such records among different peers over the network
presents several challenges related to data transport and/or its decoding routines. In the presented
work, we investigate applications of an image-based encoding model and its implemented
architecture to capture users’ interactions performed during VR sessions. We present the PRISMIN
framework and how the underneath image-based encoding can be exploited to exchange and
manipulate captured VR sessions, comparing it to existing approaches. Qualitative and quantitative
results are presented in order to assess the encoding model and the developed open-source framework.

Keywords: immersive VR; remote analytics; virtual classrooms; WebVR/WebXR; learning environments

1. Introduction

In recent years, consumer-level head-mounted displays (HMDs) are being adopted more to deploy
engaging and educational immersive experiences, potentially offering a high sense of presence to
final users. The demand for such technologies is growing, in particular, they are starting to have an
impact within the education sector (see [1,2]), due to their costs becoming more affordable compared
to two or three years ago. Recent findings prove consumers tend to see the opportunity in HMDs
to explore virtual places and, in general, a positive attitude towards hedonic applications such as
panoramic content and immersive VR games [3]. During a limited amount of time, users (such
as visitors of an exhibit, virtual students, etc.) explore and perform interactions in a 3D virtual
environment. Given an immersive virtual environment (IVE), an in-depth investigation of users’
sessions—including for instance spatial behaviors, visual attention and so on—can be really useful
to understand users’ interaction patterns and discover unexpected attention toward specific scene
elements. Capturing whole VR sessions and rich user states can in fact provide valuable insights
to analysts regarding spatial analysis or specific assessments. Within the education sector, recording
immersive VR sessions as students interact with the 3D scene can provide valid support for learning
assessment [4]. Regarding distance learning technologies and education, when such records can
be easily exchanged in networked contexts, they enable online teachers or instructors to remotely
investigate learners’ interactions. In general, recording per-user fine-grained data (interaction states) is
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a strong requirement to understand an immersive VR session from both quantitative and qualitative
perspectives. For analysts, having tools to directly map and playback captured records (such as
locomotion data) can support their interpretation. Furthermore, within methodical processes such
as assurance of learning (AoL) [5] remote teachers/instructors could be interested into inspecting
learners’ sessions while the VR applications, such as desktop-based or immersive web-apps, are
up and running. In networked scenarios (e.g., virtual classrooms) the exchange of such records
between students and teachers endpoints, especially over the Internet, can be challenging or involve
computationally-intensive routines (for instance, decoding compressed data). This is even more
delicate if we take into account completely web-based tools—i.e., using a common web browser
(desktop or mobile) without any additional software required by users to inspect the data. Furthermore,
compressed interaction states transported between peers can not be manipulated (e.g., interactively
edited) until the client (analyst) decompress the data into something that can be analyzed and inspected
at runtime. A single student session may contain large amounts of interaction states and attributes
captured over time, such as gaze, visual attention, locomotion or more complex data, thus posing
serious challenges for exchanging these states in networked contexts.

In this paper, we investigate and present a few applications of a developed image-based encoding
model and the implementation of a framework (called “PRISMIN”) that provides scalable, compact
methods and accessories to capture, compare and manipulate user VR sessions and interaction states in
networked contexts. Tracked learners attributes are encoded into special images and layouts offering:

• lightweight transmission of captured data in networked environments and over Internet connections.
• small computational load for encoding/decoding routines.
• direct manipulation of complex records on GPU hardware and offline image processing.
• basic image-based operations to compare or assess specific patterns.

We present a few results obtained using the framework, encoding previously recorded locomotion
data during public VR installations and applying it to networked scenarios (virtual classrooms).
We also discuss implications on spatial data accuracy (quantization error), temporal reduction and
data exchange, also comparing to existing raw binary encoding and other lossless approaches.

2. Related Work

In order to perceive patterns and extract knowledge from large datasets and dynamic information
streams, Visual Analytics [6] are often used by analysts, teachers or other professionals, to discover
the unexpected and/or detect the expected. For instance, interactive installations deployed in public
events or spaces, allow the ability to collect a large amount of data from casual visitors and then analyze
them [7]. Data mining approaches are often employed for tourist activities discovering landmark
preferences from photo mappings [8] while classical clustering methods [9] can be used offline to
analyze spatial behaviors. Interaction with an immersive VR application is inherently 3D: in order
to carry out consistent analysis on interactions performed in a virtual or physical 3D context, user
sessions should be recorded using volumetric approaches [10]. Locomotion in particular [11] is largely
investigated in literature for the exploration of IVEs using a HMD. Detecting spatial 3D patterns may
support learning assessment, discover users’ patterns or assess the interaction model adopted for the
VR application, including virtual classrooms, public/shared spaces, etc.

Immersive VR on the Web—In recent years we witnessed large advancements within the
presentation and dissemination of interactive 3D scenes on desktop and mobile web browsers through
HTML5/WebGL technologies [12] (see for instance the SketchFab platform - https://sketchfab.com/).
Web browsers are available on virtually all computing devices, thus users can flexibly work from any
device, anywhere, as long as the network connection is present and their data can be accessed remotely.
Thanks to recent open specifications such as WebVR/WebXR (https://www.w3.org/TR/webxr/),
immersive VR experiences (using consumer HMDs) are becoming easier to deploy through common
web browsers [13], without requiring any additional plugin or software. This is becoming quite
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appealing also for specific massive open online courses (MOOCs) that offer interactive VR training [14]
or immersive sections to remote students within online, educational IVEs.

There is a growing interest in discovering and visualizing interaction patterns in immersive VR
sessions. Regarding IVE saliency, most of these works focus on panoramic/omnidirectional content
from fixed viewpoints (360-degree applications). The research carried out in [15] analyzes, for instance,
how people interact with panoramic content (fixed viewpoint) recording and visualizing gaze data.
A model to obtain fixations from head direction is investigated in [16], providing good approximations
when eye-tracking systems are not available on the HMD. The research in [17], presents a robust metric
and visualization approach to measure similarities between users scan-paths and director’s cut using
color-coded maps. Immersive analytics is also emerging as a research field to investigate how novel
interaction models and display technologies can be employed to support analytical reasoning and
decision making in 3D [18]. The main objective is to investigate advanced and usable user interfaces
in order to support collaboration and offer VR analysts tools to immerse themselves in complex 3D
datasets. A few recent works also focus their attention on immersive analytics for the Web using
open-standards like WebVR/WebXR facing all the challenges related to online deployment. Research
in [19,20] for instance discusses some of the problems faced by developers in crafting effective and
informative immersive web-based 3D visualizations. The combination of immersive analytics with the
new WebXR API is fueling research in the field of data visualization, as it allows the VR analyst to
better perceive some data difficult to understand using traditional techniques [21].

In order to exchange large spatial records in a compact manner (e.g., coordinates, vectors, etc.),
image-based encoding can be used by transferring common 2D images. The PNG format [22], offers a
network-friendly, cross-platform and lossless compression scheme particularly suitable for the Web.
For instance, previous works adopted such format as externalized mesh container [23,24] to efficiently
stream geometry data over the network and to easily decode it by client web browsers. Previous
encoding models in literature also investigated “geometry images” [25] as 2D arrays employed to
quantize and store spatial information (< x, y, z >) as RGB values.

3. The Image-Based Model

Within previous research [26,27] we introduced an encoding model to capture user interaction
states and store them in a compact manner, using images. We highlight in this section advantages
within the context of the paper in terms of lightweight encoding/decoding routines and data exchange
between learners and teachers in networked systems. We define user state s as a collection of state
attributes (sa, where a represents an attribute). For instance sp ∈ R3 represents user 3D location in
the IVE, so represent HMD orientation, etc. A session operator S can be defined to query the user
interaction state over time:

Sa(u, t)→ sa (1)

where u is the user and sa the state attribute returned at a given time t ∈ R. For immersive VR sessions
performed by remote/online students, we are interested in particular state attributes like location
(sp), view direction of HMD (sd), focus (s f ) or more sophisticated data like physical space usage or
ergonomics. A few examples are Sp(u, t) to capture the whole locomotion for each student, or S f (u, t)
to capture visual attention for all students over time.

3.1. Session Volumes

Session Volumes are axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABBs) accessories deployed at runtime to
observe a portion of the virtual 3D scene (IVE), capturing specific user interaction states within their
boundaries. For a single session volume V the model allows to encode captured user states as stream of
RGB(A) (red, green, blue and alpha channels) data that can be written in standard 2D images. Spatial
attributes (e.g., sp, s f —or 3D locations) are quantized into voxels uniformly distributed within V.
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In other words, each location p ∈ R3 inside V can be color-coded (see Figure 1) through the following
quantizer, returning an RGB value:

QV(p) = bnorm(p) · (2b − 1)c (2)

where norm(p) is the normalized location inside V and b ∈ N0 represents color bit-depth. Considering
for instance a normalized 3D location inside the volume and b = 8, such mapping allows the ability to
address 2563 (16,777,216) different voxels in V.

Figure 1. (Left) A single session volume arranged in a sample immersive virtual environment (IVE).
(Right) A sample visualization of color-coded locations of the same IVE using the spatial quantizer
(Definition 2). Each location inside the volume can thus be translated into a color and vice versa.

3.1.1. Quantization Error

The extents of V and b have clearly a huge impact on voxels’ size, and thus on location quantization
when encoded as RGB color. Given Ex(V), Ey(V) and Ez(V) as extents of the volume V along x, y and
z axes respectively, we retrieve the single voxel extents (∆x, ∆y and ∆z):

∆x =
Ex(V)

2b ∆y =
Ey(V)

2b ∆z =
Ez(V)

2b (3)

Figure 2. Decoding 3D location (p) from a quantized RGB value (voxel < i, j, k >∈ V).
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Given a lossless RGB color c (corresponding to a voxel < i, j, k >), we know the original 3D
location was quantized somewhere inside the voxel extents (∆x, ∆y and ∆z). The decoding routine
approximates the returned location p ∈ R3 to the voxel center (see Figure 2), introducing a quantization
error. The maximum quantization error ε (worst case) for each axis can be defined by:

ε =< ±∆x
2

,±∆y
2

,±∆z
2

> (4)

Multiple session volumes {V0, V1, ...} can be deployed in the same 3D scene, each capturing state
attributes in different portions of the IVE, each operating individually, providing great scalability for
the encoding model.

3.2. Time-Driven Layout

Given a single user u, we can encode a spatial attribute a as a stream of encoded colors over time.
Figure 3A shows a sample locomotion ({L0, L1, ..., Lt}) recorded over a specific amount of time inside
a session volume. These locations can be progressively translated into colors, by applying Definition 2
to produce a signal. Each pixel of the stream refers to a well-defined 3D location in V (voxel) at a given
time, provided the analyst (client tool) knows the position and extents of the session volume. Among
several advantages including offline data manipulation and direct, lightweight GPU routines (see [27]),
such layout offers optimal compression ratios when the PNG format is adopted to store the data. This
result is obtained thanks to smooth variations of neighboring pixels, as they will be likely continuous
RGB values [23] (for instance locomotion data—see experimental results Section 5).

Figure 3. Quantized session atlas (QSA) layout. A sample locomotion from L0 to Lt locations, involving
only XY-plane for clarity (A); encoding motion into color-coded signal (B); QSA layout (C) and temporal
compression (D).

Multiple streams (users) can be vertically arranged into time×users image atlases called quantized
session atlas (QSA) (see Figure 3B). For a given attribute a, a session volume V is thus capable of
encoding Sa(u, t) entirely in a single compact image and easily exchanged over the network. The QSA
layout also allow interactive manipulation using 2D image operations, using offline processing or
directly performed on GPU hardware. A QSA regarding a specific spatial attribute for instance, can be
easily reduced by compressing the image along x-axis (time) using a nearest-neighbor resampling
algorithm, to obtain a lossy but coherent data reduction, creating an approximation of the original
record (see Figure 3C).

3.3. Saliency-Driven Layout

When a student is interacting with the virtual scene, specific spatial attributes of his/her state can
be exploited to compute salient locations for that attribute in a given volume V. Such list of locations
can be really useful for teachers/analysts as it provides volumetric data comprising spatial propensities,
visual attention, locomotion fixations, etc. A policy can be employed to rank specific locations in
V during the session, for instance, persistence over time and/or other contributing factors (see for
instance [7] regarding focus). This offers analysts a more compact overview of single or multiple
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sessions to discover specific interaction patterns in selected portions of the scene, once again encoded
as lightweight images.

The main goal of saliency tables (σ) is to keep a running record of salient locations inside V, sorted
by rank (left to right, see Figure 4). We adopt the same color-coding approach described in Section 3.2
to produce a single image, using alpha channel to store rank. Such running list is maintained constant
in size (k) using an algorithm based on [28] to keep frequency counts. Once exchanged as image
data, such layout allows to easily perform routines on GPU or offline image processing to partially
evaluate σ—for instance by discarding rightmost pixels (lower rank). It becomes also quite easy to
compare different signatures produced by one or more students by using image-based manipulations.
As an example, σp (locomotion) can be useful for analysts and teachers to study exploration patterns,
map location preferences in V or even support the creation or improvement of locomotion graphs [29]
for the IVE. Furthermore, there are several advantages of encoded saliency tables:

• compactness: the layout suits very well networked scenarios and remote analytics (see results in
Section 5).

• partial evaluation: the sorted approach of σ allows the rightmost pixel to be discarded (less
relevant voxels for chosen policy) maintaining overall approximation of the signature.

• multiple attributes: different spatial attributes can be arranged in one atlas (like QSA layout in
Section 3.2) to transport multiple σ0, σ1, ...σh per volume, using a single lightweight image.

Figure 4. Example of a saliency table with size k, comprising most salient locations.

4. PRISMIN Framework Overview

An overview of the implemented architecture of the encoding model is described in this section—as
part of the open-source PRISMIN framework (https://github.com/phoenixbf/prismin)—that can be
employed or integrated in virtual classrooms, public exhibits or events potentially involving large
amounts of users. The whole architecture is composed by three main components (see Figure 5):

1. immersive VR workstation node (users).
2. encoding node (server).
3. visual inspection node (analysts).

Some of these components may physically rely on the same machine, for instance the VR
installation and the encoding node, depending on specific conditions (e.g., absence of network
connection, etc.).

Casual visitors (e.g., public exhibits) or online students (e.g., virtual classrooms) using multiple
VR workstations to interact with a virtual 3D scene (IVE): a single session starts when the HMD is
worn and user state is being recorded. The user state is sent to the encoding node comprising attributes
to be captured like virtual location (3D scene coordinates), HMD orientation and view direction, focus
(3D location), physical location (local 3D location inside the tracked area), etc.

https://github.com/phoenixbf/prismin
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Figure 5. Architecture components overview.

4.1. Encoding Node

The PRISMIN framework and its application programming interface (API) offer all the basic
functionalities to create and deploy the described encoding node of the architecture. We highlight here
the main classes and methods available to encode students interactions:

• Atlas: this represents the 2D image that is physically generated on disk and exchanged among
peers (learners and teachers/analysts). Each atlas may have a specific layout (how data is accessed)
and quantization mechanics (how state attribute is encoded into a color). QSA and saliency tables
are examples of image atlas—see Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

• Prism: an interaction prism object allows the ability to define how incoming user states are
projected into atlases. It must implement a refract method (how state attributes are mapped onto
the atlas image or images) and a bake method (write the actual image or images on disk).

• Volume: this represents a classic AABB structure (see Section 3.1) that operates in a well-defined
portion of the scene. Several prisms can be attached to a single volume, providing maximum
flexibility on which attributes a teacher is willing to track and how. Notice that each volume
operates independently, thus they can be overlapped or nested within the virtual space of the IVE
without any issues.

The role of a single prism object is basically to “refract” interaction states into image atlases
(like QSA and saliency tables) and may live at runtime attached to a volume, in order to encode
spatial attributes (location, focus, etc.) inside specific boundaries of the 3D scene. A prism can
although be employed without a reference volume: a few examples are the encoding of HMD
orientation, view direction vector or neck strain. Figure 6 shows a few examples of QSAs involving
four different students (atlas rows): the encoding of spatial features such as focus and location within
the virtual space requires indeed a volume (see Section 3.1) since each color maps a specific 3D
location. Other attributes like HMD view direction and neck comfort levels (see [27]) do not require
a voxelization of 3D location, thus the interaction prism can operate unbounded (i.e., everywhere in
the scene, always running). Indeed, quantization errors still occur, but they highly depend on how
the quantizer was defined—these errors will not be discussed in this paper. In the encoding node of
the architecture, received user states are thus “refracted” into different QSAs (see Section 3.2) and
saliency tables (see Section 3.3) as compact images. From a computational perspective, for each volume
(V1,V2,...Vk) such operations present an overall complexity of O(k · h), where k represents the number
of session volumes deployed and h the number of different attributes to track (a1,a2,...ah). Generally h
is quite small, since the analyst/teacher is interested into the investigation of selected state attributes
(e.g., location, focus, ergonomics, etc.). The number of volumes (k) on the other hand, depends on
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spatial requirements and complexity of 3D scene (a single volume can sometimes be sufficient to detect
interaction patterns in a specific portion of the virtual environment).

Figure 6. Examples of QSAs generated by prisms attached to a volume to track spatial attributes over
time (left) and standalone (right).

4.2. Visual Inspection Node

The visual inspection node allows a remote visual analyst or teacher to inspect session data
(lightweight images) as they are generated, through a desktop or web-application (including mobile
web-apps). Regarding spatial attributes, the component is able to decode them since location and
extents of each volume (V1,V2,...Vk) are well known by all peers. Depending on specific teachers
requirements, the developed Web3D user interface (UI) may offer different tools to highlight or visually
identify interaction patterns. Describing in detail each available interface element is out of scope for
this paper, although one common feature is for instance the visualization and playback of recorded
locations using a timeline, by direct reading of QSAs and saliency tables. Thanks to the compactness of
the encoding model (see experimental results presented in Section 5), the analyst/teacher is thus able
to perform visual inspection with ease, even when the users are still performing their remote sessions.

4.3. Integration with Existing Projects

An implementation of the architecture has already been integrated as a component of the
open-source project ATON (http://osiris.itabc.cnr.it/scenebaker/index.php/projects/aton/) [30–33]
leveraging the node.js ecosystem [34,35], HTML5 websockets and open-source WebGL libraries for the
responsive front-end. ATON offers built-in functionalities to craft and deploy interactive 3D web-apps
online, scene-graph manipulation (hierarchies, node transformations, etc.), support for multi-touch and
immersive VR devices (HMDs) and real-time collaborative features for communication of users’ states,
messages and custom events in local networks or over Internet connections. The next section will
present quantitative and qualitative results obtained using the implemented web-based architecture.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Offline Encoding

This set of experiments highlights different results obtained by running the offline encoding tool
provided by PRISMIN framework on ASCII datasets (Comma-separated values—CSV) recorded for
a past public event (“TourismA” 2018 in Florence, Italy). The main goal of these experiments was
to assess the compression ratios and accuracy of spatial attributes, in this case, locomotion of HMD
users (Sp(u, t)). We compared the data size and accuracy results to binary formats (using different
precision) and existing lossless approaches. We also evaluated discrepancies and quantization effects
by employing different bit-depths for QSAs. The original recording for the original CSV dataset

http://osiris.itabc.cnr.it/scenebaker/index.php/projects/aton/
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used A timestep of 0.1 s to capture user states: in general this is a good temporal interval to capture
spatial attributes (like location in the virtual environment) while the VR session is running. The
3D scene considered is an IVE already used by CNR ISPC in several past projects [36,37]. In order
to consider only meaningful sessions, the original locomotion data were first filtered using a set of
acceptance policies for sessions performed in this specific IVE: radius (R), variance (s2) and duration
(D). The session radius (R) represents the bounding sphere of all locomotion data for a given user: we
set a minimum of 5.0 m to accept the session. Regarding variance (s2) for locomotion data, a minimum
of 5.0 for at least one the three dimensions was set. Finally, a minimum of 20 s for (D) was set to accept
the session.

Figure 7. Top: data size comparison (Kb) between original dataset (CSV) and binary (double and byte
precision). Bottom: comparison between binary (byte) and QSA (lossless PNG with bit-depths 8, 6 and 4).

At this point, several tests on filtered VR sessions were performed to assess data size and accuracy,
including raw binary and image-based encoding (Section 3). First, a session volume V0 with extents
(50.28 m × 76.46 m × 10.0 m) was deployed: due to voxel quantization (see Definition 4 in Section 3.1)
the location maximum error for each dimension is ε = < ± 9 cm, ± 14.9 cm and ± 1.9 cm >. A second
volume V1 (25.27 m × 12.85 m × 8.28 m) was added to the 3D scene to encode finer users locomotion
on a selected area (stairs) with maximum quantization error ε = < ± 4.9 cm, ± 2.5 cm and ± 1.6 cm >.

A size comparison of the original CSV locomotion dataset (2.86 Mb) with lossless binary (double
precision and single byte) and QSA (PNG format, bit-depth 8, lossless) was performed. As expected,
binary encoding (double and single byte precision) resulted in great compression ratios (21% and
5% respectively) compared to the original CSV (see Figure 7). We applied the image-based model to
the same locomotion data using lossless PNG format (bit-depth 8), obtaining a very compact QSA
(20.1 Kb) that encodes all locomotion sessions for all users. In order to assess image quantization
effects, we performed multiple encoding tests using different bit-depths for QSA, decreasing data
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size but obviously increasing quantization errors for 3D location decoding. The locomotion data
encoding using QSA with bit-depth = 8 led to the following compression ratios: 0.68% (CSV/QSA);
3.19% (binary double precision/QSA); 12.77% (binary byte precision/QSA). The latter employs the
same quantization (each 3D location is represented by 3 bytes) and can be used for direct comparison
between datasets using same accuracy. As a reference, a lossless encoding scheme for 3D points [38]
reports compression ratios of 16.10% and 26.27%, furthermore the encoding/decoding routines in that
case depend on previous point (distance-based predictors) and it is more computationally intensive.
Such a result can be explained by the lexicographically sorted layout of QSA (see Section 3.2) that
considerably improve the compression ratio of encoded location on the PNG image. This layout in fact
can be particularly efficient for attributes which change smoothly in the neighborhood of current pixel
location on the image atlas, exploiting PNG lossless compression (see [23]).

An assessment of saliency tables for locomotion data (σp) was also performed: the ranking
policy adopted for this context was persistence over time. Obtained signatures (lossless PNG format,
bit-depth = 8) with 1024 voxels as size of the table, did result in an image size of 286 Kb, thus very
comfortable to exchange over the network.

The sequence in Figure 8 shows progressive evaluation of the signature σp on GPU through
the analyst Web3D front-end using a common web browser. The interactive radius did also provide
visual support to 3D modeling workflow for applied VR games production phases [39], highlighting
which portions of the IVE might possibly require higher detail. Such data produced by casual visitors
through a free locomotion model thus resulted in useful insights to prioritize improvements of 3D
scene (geometry, texturing, etc.) for immersive VR exploration applications for this IVE.

Figure 8. Progressively decoding σp (location persistence over time) from A to D on the GPU at runtime.

5.2. Direct Encoding and Manipulation

A different set of experiments was carried out to assess the framework in a networked
environment using WebVR/XR technologies between a remote group of students having different
backgrounds and one analyst, all using common web browsers to interact with the 3D scene. After the
sessions we also performed basic 2D image operations to measure users’ performance with respect to
specific target locations. The setup included:

(A) one HMD workstation for eight students to explore a sample scene Picture Gallery, created
by Hallwyl Museum (Stockholm, Sweden) and available online on SketchFab. using the
WebVR/XR online front-end (using Firefox web browser—see Figure 9, top row).

(B) one server node serving 3D content and encoding incoming user states.
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(C) one workstation where the remote analyst could inspect ongoing sessions, visualizing running
QSAs and saliency tables generated by (A) in real-time.

Figure 9. The sample interactive scene with immersive WebVR/XR visualization for students (top);
interactive inspection of scene saliency: σp (locomotion, middle) and σf (focus, bottom) by remote
analyst using a web browser (Chrome) while students are remotely exploring the virtual environment
using head-mounted displays (HMDs).

We involved eight participants having different backgrounds, to differentiate spatial results and
compare interaction patterns:

• 4 archaeologists.
• 2 art historians.
• 1 architect.
• 1 computer scientist.

Students had to carry out short explorative sessions using a HMD (Oculus Rift CV1) in the sample
scene (see Figure 9, top) through a WebVR/XR-enabled workstation connected to the encoding node
deployed on a server. A common teleport technique (see [40]) was adopted for HMD participants
allowing them to move around the scene using a single button on the VR controllers. Due to the
restricted number of users, the compression ratio of QSAs against binary format (single byte precision)
in this case was less pronounced: 56% regarding focus (QSA f ) and 29% regarding locomotion (QSAp).
The higher compression for locomotion is explained by the teleport interface adopted, resulting in a
“blocky” QSAp (see Figure 10) compared to focus location QSA f , that exhibits more frequent variations
(HMD motions to observe different details of the scene).

During the sessions, a remote analyst was using a third workstation to visually inspect generated
QSAs and saliency tables on the encoding node (see Figure 9, middle and bottom strips) using a
common browser (Chrome). Specifically, evolving saliency tables for locomotion fixations σp and focus
σf were useful to identify ongoing users’ attention and usage of the virtual space.
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Figure 10. Basic image operations to extract proximity to target locations and performance over
the session (portions of QSAs are shown for the sake of clarity). Image subtraction (A); temporal
resampling (B) and normalization (C).

In order to assess proximity to specific target locations (selected pictures in the gallery scene), we
performed basic 2D operations directly on focus and locomotion QSAs. Since each location (voxel)
inside the volume can be represented by a color, we basically performed image subtraction (color
distance) on both QSA f and QSAp (see Figure 10) to obtain proximity to target locations over time
(A). A basic resampling filter along x-axis (time) can be applied to the image to obtain a weighted
average (B) for proximity and image normalization (C) to rank overall performance for the eight
students. Notice how these operations can be easily automated using offline 2D image processing
algorithms or directly performed on GPUs.

6. Conclusions and Future Developments

We described applications of an image-based encoding model to capture immersive VR sessions
for events in public or shared spaces, virtual classrooms or online experiences, producing compact
and lightweight data (images) for interactive, remote visual inspection. The developed open-source
PRISMIN framework did prove to be suitable for networked scenarios (online classrooms, distance
learning VR, etc.) and could be particularly useful for remote analysts, teachers and other professionals
to support learning assessment, spatial analysis and to easily detect interaction patterns emerging
from large amounts of users consuming educational immersive VR environments (IVEs). Within IVEs
targeting education (including online WebVR/XR scenes) the captured data can offer valid support
for learning assessment as the students explore and interact with the immersive 3D environment.
Session Volumes offer simple accessories to volumetrically capture interaction states and attributes at
runtime. Once deployed in a 3D scene (IVE) they encode users’ states over time into lightweight and
compact image atlases (QSA). Thanks to basic color-space mappings and layouts, small computational
resources are used for encoding and decoding routines. Furthermore, the image-based approach allow
direct manipulation of captured data on GPU hardware and by means of basic 2D image processing,
including easier comparison between different datasets. Interaction Prisms offered by the PRISMIN
framework allow to flexibly define and customize how incoming user states are consumed and refracted
into image atlases. Advantages of the framework are highlighted storage-wise (QSA and saliency
tables) and in terms of scalable approaches, including deployment of several session volumes in the
IVE, tracking of custom attributes and expandable architectures for the Web. We also discuss how
extents and bit-depth of such volumes may impact accuracy for spatial attributes (quantization).
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The compactness of the image-based encoding allows for the integration of the PRISMIN
framework with distance learning technologies and remote analytics, performed by a common web
browser. Regarding locomotion data for instance, we obtained compression ratios of 12.77% using
QSA (image-based encoding) implemented in PRISMIN, that outperforms other lossless encoding
schemes like [38] reporting 16.10% as best scenario. Such a compression ratio is explained by
the lexicographically sorted layout of QSA (see Section 3.2) that considerably reduce the size of
encoded locations on the PNG image (see [23]). Furthermore, encoded 3D locations in our model
do not introduce dependencies on previous values, thus can be accessed and decoded with ease.
The image-based approach allows in fact offline or direct 2D image manipulation to extract, combine
or compare user interactions (see Section 5.2). Such operations are indeed more complex to obtain
when dealing with raw binary data, especially when such data is in a compressed form. The QSA
layout also allows analysts, teachers and other professionals to observe patterns at first glance by just
observing produced image atlases (human-readable).

Regarding limitations, the model presents quantization errors affecting accuracy of 3D locations
(more in general spatial attributes in the volume) introducing a controlled error—see Section 3.1.1.
As discussed, such quantization error depends on volume extents and color bit-depth adopted for
QSA. The presented problem can be mitigated (or solved) by arranging multiple session volumes in the
IVE, focusing on smaller areas to capture fine-grained and more accurate spatial data. The recording
of prolonged students’ VR sessions using QSA layout could be limited by image size: we already
addressed this issue employing paging techniques [27].

We previously used the encoding model also to capture ergonomics, like neck strain while wearing
HMDs (see [27]) tracking comfort levels over time for multiple immersive sessions in a single QSA.
Consumer 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) headsets allow to track areas of a few meters: session volumes
could be also attached to physical spaces to capture and/or assess students’ spatial performances.
For instance a 3 × 3 m physical tracked area matching a virtual session volume with the same extents,
would result in small quantization errors (± 5 mm, using lossless PNG with bit-depth = 8) to capture
spatial attributes. We foresee advantages in capturing physical motions inside the tracked area and its
usage during the session, for instance local HMD motions (e.g., assessment of real walking techniques),
positional VR controllers or tracked hands (see for instance Oculus Quest HMD).

Since the framework deals with images, QSAs and saliency tables can be also employed in
machine learning (ML) approaches as training data to classify user performances or recognize
interaction patterns for learning assessment. The QSA layout also offers a simple and coherent way
to reduce original dataset resolution (see temporal compression in Section 3.2), creating progressive
approximations of the record. The framework and the encoding model proven to be suitable for online
WebVR/XR sessions: we foresee also fruitful integration with MOOCs providing VR training [14,41]
offering online tools for teachers/instructors to assess students spatial learning and easily detect
interaction patterns.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

IVE Immersive Virtual Environment
HMD Head-mounted Display
DOF Degrees of Freedom (3 or 6 for head-mounted displays)
QSA Quantized Session Atlas
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